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!!!!!!!!!!
In the world of the support vessel nomenclature is all important.
INIVICTUS follows the evolution of this genre and along the way learn
what it is that differentiates the Shadow Yacht from the Support Craft…
and discover when not to call it a “pimped out pick-up truck!”
By: Frances and Michael Howorth

!!!!!!!!!!
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come the Captain of the charter yachts Ambrosia and Ambrosiana.
It was while working as Project Manager and prospective Captain for
the then in build 63 metre Lady Lola, for owner Duane Hagadone,
that he came up with the idea for Lady Lola Shadow perhaps the
world’s first true Shadow Boat. Mr and Mrs Hagadone, enjoyed their
yacht and used her extensively, but equally they enjoyed using super
yacht toys. Listing even just the large ones: the helicopter, the submarine, amphibious motorcar, golf driving range and the speed boats
used to pick up stray golf balls… it was easy to see why a toy carrier
was needed.
Built as Marsea Tweleve in 1981 and sold under the name of Floyd
Tide before becoming Lady Lola Shadow she was originally designed
and constructed by Halter Marine in the USA and used as an offshore
supply vessel. Hagadone purchased the 57 metre Floyd Tide for what
he said was, “a very economical figure” and sent her to the Quality
Shipyards in Louisiana. She was at the time described by Stan Antrim
as being “pretty stinky.” Never the less she turned out well and attracted a lot of attention as she went about her duties following in
the wake of Lady Lola. She has gone on since to serve as Amevi Surprise shadowing Amevi and is currently in service as Red Sapphire
Shadow attending Red Sapphire a Trinity built yacht owned by Middle Eastern interests. Mr Hagadone, an American newspaper publisher, had named both Lady Lola and her shadow after his wife.
While Antrim always called them Escort Yachts the naming of the
first one, perhaps explains why today the term is still in use
By the time Lady Lola Shadow was finished refitting Antrim was
convinced he had a winning concept on his hands and set off to develop shadow boats into a business. He created what is today
Shadow Marine with financial partner Tom Gonzales and while
there was responsible for the completion of follow on conversions
Palladin Shadow and Mystere Shadow. Following his departure from
Shadow Marine the yard went on to launch Allure Shadow, while
Antrim formed a competitor in Yes Yacht & Escort Ships where he
created SuRi (ex Fierce Contender)–initially as a shadow boat but
ended up replacing the client's principal yacht, JeMaSa–and Pacific

Built by Stan and Mary Jane Antrim at
Shadow Marine for Duane Hagadone,
Lady Lola Shadow is credited with being
the first major yacht support vessel.
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Ever since man came up with the concept of having a garden, or a
back yard attached to his house, there has been a need to have a shed
at the bottom of it. Man, it seems, has to have somewhere to stow the
lawnmower, the kid’s tricycles and even his back copies of Playboy.
The same is true of super yachts. Just where do you keep the toys?
The back yard shed in the first instance was the yacht’s lazerette then,
as requirements for bigger and better toys grew, the spaces aft were
enlarged. The area became known as a garage with some yachts employing lateral opening doors as access for the largest of toys. In the
1990’s larger yachts were designed with helicopter decks where aircraft were stowed, but quickly owners realised that their beloved
budgie needed its own hanger or it would rust away given the salt
laden atmosphere in which superyachts travel. It was about this time
that there was a slump in the offshore oil industry and assets from
that trade were sold off cheaply. Among them were pipe carrying vessels and anchor handling boats whose sturdy construction attracted
the attention of entrepreneurs in the super yacht industry.
One such entrepreneur was Stan Antrim and his wife Mary Jane. Stan
had graduated from the US Naval Academy in Annapolis, and served
as a Navy SEAL (Sea-Air-Land) Commando and Naval Intelligence
Officer for 21 years before he joined the world of super yachts in 1985.
He was then the owner operator of Ocean Safari and went onto be– 406 –

Conversions from commercial craft naturally lend
themselves to the supporting role as subsequent
Palladin and Mystere Shadows proved.
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A SLUMP IN THE
OFFSHORE OIL
INDUSTRY
COINCIDED WITH
OWNER'S DESIRE TO
CARRYING MORE
TOYS... THE SHADOW
BOAT CONVERSION
BECAME THE
NATURAL SOLUTION.

Shadow vessels are now popular in
the charter market, as Pacific
Provider demonstrates during use as
a fishing tournament mothership.

Provider (ex-Shelikof) to be a floating yacht club. She now charters
for Brownies' submarine operations. With the downturn in the discretionary funds market of yachting, YES has since 2009 delivered
9 anti-piracy, security and coastal patrol ships to Third World countries and major corporations.
AVAILABLE TO CHARTER
It is interesting to note that Pacific Provider trades as a charter yacht
in her own right and despite being of converted tonnage stock does
so profitably. Another yacht with a similar heritage that acts independently and does not shadow another yacht is Allure Shadow.
Owner Tom Gonzales, who eventually acquired Shadow Marine, has
added so many luxury features to his vessel that he has disposed of
the big white yacht it was supposed to support.
Allure Shadow is as a result a luxury yacht in its own right with many
of the usual super yacht trimmings as well as a huge helicopter
hangar, two landing pads, refuelling facilities and a vast garage for
all her toys – and there’s a lot of them. She also has a steam and sauna
room, cinema, games room and swimming pool plus six spacious
guest cabins each of which has its own balcony. Add in the versatility
that the explorer yacht format brings with it, and you have the perfect
vehicle for chartering off the beaten track.

Suri (left), converted by the Antrim's YES Yacht
& Escort Ships was perhaps the first in the new
generation of luxury appointed shadow yachts.
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DON’T CALL THIS A SHADOW BOAT
But if shadow craft have a fault, it is just that they are always in the
shadow of their owners’ super yacht. While that fulfils the need of
some owners who are happy with the slower speeds converted tonnage offers, there is a new breed of adventurous owners with more
inventive ways they want to use their super yachts and for them the
shadow boat is simply not fast enough. Enter the new kid on the
block. A class of yacht referred to as fast support craft. These are
yachts that attend their primary yacht in much the same way as a
shadow boat, but differ in that they are both purpose built and fast.
Speed is the essential element and gives these boats their added extra
of becoming; the anchorage hog.
Take for example, the super yacht owner at play in St Tropez. The
toys are out, the helicopter is bussing in guests, the jet skis are at full
tilt and the limousine tenders are ferrying guests to and from Pampelonne Beach for lunch. The guests want to stay and party ashore
at night and when they have come back to the yacht, they intend to
sail over night to Sardinia. The problem they face is that, by the time
they get to Cala di Volpe, all the best anchorage spots will have been
taken. The answer is simple; send the fast support craft whose speed
of 25 knots is twice that of the primary yacht and get her to bag the
best spot. Tomorrow, as the guests are getting up for their breakfast
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at 11am, the big yacht arrives in Sardinia and having got all the toys
deployed for immediate use, the support craft ups anchor slopes off
to drop her hook around the corner leaving the prime spot vacant to
his owner’s more favoured vehicle.
Ever eager to catch onto a developing trend, the Amels ship yard owned
by Dutch family-owned Damen Shipyards Group since 1991, teamed up
with their parent company to bring to market the Sea Axe Fast Yacht
Support Vessel. The Damen Shipyards Group is the largest shipyard in
the Netherlands, consisting of more than 39 shipyards and marine-related companies throughout the world. The group employs over 6,000
people, delivered 150 vessels in 2012, and boasts an annual turnover in
excess of $ 1.16-billion. Working for the offshore market, Damen had,
some years back, created crew supply vessels that were capable of working in rough sea conditions ferrying land based workers out to off shore
platforms and rigs with minimal risk of sea sickness. They created a
range of vessels with straight axe bows and found that the result was a
vessel that was both quick and possessed an unparalleled sea keeping
behaviour.

Amels became marketing agents for modified versions of these same
boats and brought them into the superyacht industry first with SeaAxe
37, then the SeaAxe 50 and subsequently with the SeaAxe 67 (modifications of the Damen FCS 350, FCS 5009 and FCS 6511 respectively). To
date three of these yachts have been delivered. In 2009, the first
launched was the 167’ (51m) Oberon followed, a year later, by the same
sized sister ship Umbra. In 2012 the outside world got its first in-depth
look at this type of working craft when Garçon attended the Monaco
Yacht show in September of that year.
Rob Luijendijk, managing director of Amels, believes the concept offers
numerous, and versatile capabilities as support yachts serving their
owners’ super yacht. “They can operate as a scout vessel for anchorages
and find suitable sites for fishing and diving expeditions, for example,”
he said. The patented bow shape makes the vessel much less prone to
slamming in big waves, and makes it possible to drive the boat fast in
even the most adverse of sea conditions. It is these sea-keeping qualities
that mostly contribute towards creating a stable platform for safe helicopter take-off and landing and is another reason why the concept is
quickly catching on. The deck of Garçon the Sea Axe 67 for example
has been fitted with a helipad fully certified to the MCA large yacht

Purpose-built by Amels, the Sea Axe 'fast
support vessels' like Garcon (bottom left
and right) seek to distance themselves
from converted craft.

The latest Sea Axe–the 219' Amels 6711–undertook her sea trials earlier this year.
code requirements that is, capable of supporting a large helicopter with
maximum take-off weight of 5000kg. As well as a helipad Garçon ‘s
2,500sqft (235sqm) deck space gives plenty of room for toys such as tenders, jet skis and sailing dinghies. Among those carried on deck are: a
39’ J-Craft that weighs 11-ton, a landing craft, a 32’ RIB that is used for
parasailing, a ski boat and four jet skis. The deck crane with its SWL of
16.6 tons at 52’ allows for a 15-ton tender to be handled at a 23’ reach.
There is also 1,500sqft (140sqm) of space dedicated as storage area and
workshop on her main deck. With plenty of accommodation for her permanent crew of nine plus twelve extra guests the vessel has the ability
to look after those other crew in the owner’s employ who are on relief
or rest. A plus for crew is the cabins are much larger than on traditional
super yachts and undoubtedly conform to the new MLC regulations
Garçon ‘s uniquely shaped bow and underwater profile plus four Caterpillar engines each producing 1425 kW of power enable her to reach
speeds of up to 19-knots in most sea states, making this a fast and dependable support ship - whatever the weather. This same hull can take
larger engines and with them speeds of up to 25-knots can be achieved.
Indeed Garçon made the delivery voyage from Holland to Monaco in
six days averaging 16.3-knots. Her range at 18-knots is 4,500nm. Because
the hull is conceived to become a supply or a patrol vessel they are designed and built to endure constant duty at sea, have long range, and
maintain predictable speeds regardless of weather conditions, they are
outfitted with reliable multi-engine power trains.
The bridge interior is finished to superyacht standards but the owners
have chosen to not to fit the optional Dynamic Positioning, despite it
– 410 –
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YXT One, the first of a new generation
of 'pocket support yachts' at just 78'
was launched as we went to press.

Isolating polyamid
insert

FURUNO

being a great convenience when manoeuvring near the mother ship.
Wheelhouse windows are canted forward as on most commercial ships,
to eliminate glare, sadly this is a sensible safety feature seen on far too
few superyachts. The result is a vessel in which captain and crew feel
the highest level of confidence and security being able to perform their
duties.
Victor Caminada is the marketing director of Amels and he prissily
throws a hissy fit if you refer to these yachts that his division sells as
Shadow Yachts. “No, no” he insists, “they are so much more than what
the market has seen before.” He adds, “They differ significantly from
most yacht support vessels in their attention to detail and level of finish.
These are custom built for super yacht owners so they can be faired and
painted to yacht standard, and in the case of our first order for the Sea
Axe 6711, the deck was finished in Bolidt artificial teak. Combine that
with a sleek and purposeful design that these hulls have and you have
aesthetic features make this a vessel worthy of accompanying luxury
super yachts on their travels. The interior also receives the same attention to detail, with cabins decorated and furnished to the equivalent
standard of the crew quarters of an Amels luxury yacht.”
Happy that he has made his point he steps down off his soap box. But
in an interview with an American TV station Caminada has also described these yachts as "Like a pimped out pick-up truck, it's not like an
ugly duck trailing along. It looks good." How strange then, that he
should get so upset when we call it a shadow boat!
The different approaches to this sector of the market go beyond aesthetic appeal and fit and finish however in Stan Antrim’s opinion, when
asked his thoughts on the Sea Axe format he told us; “Speed is fine; but
axe bows are very wet and the launches we’ve seen to date do not provide the most basic premise of my shadow boats–a secure
garage/hangar for protection of the tenders, toys and aircraft. We each
obviously have our own views and opinions, but soaking valuable pieces
of cargo in the salt environment is something we’re very keen to avoid.”

yacht Velsheda. To support her, he has built Bystander to be his mother
ship. De Waal, a long time supporter of team Emirates New Zealand
built the current Bystander in France at the JFA shipyard from where
she was launched in 2006. Before that the 33 metre Feadship built as
Santa Maria in 1963 with a traditional canoe stern had born the name
Bystander and had also served as mother ship to Velsheda a yacht de
Waal totally restored after he purchased her in 1997.
Ernesto Bertarelli the backer of Team Alinghi has Vava II to act as team
mother ship while BMW Oracle backer, Larry Ellison swapped his Rising Sun for the Feadship Musashi, which performs a similar role. Tom
Perkins another big name in super yachting, used his 47 metre Perini
Navi Andromeda la Dea as mother ship to his classic racing yacht Mariette. Eventually he purchased the 37 metre classic motor yacht Atlantide to replace her and perform the same role.

CALL ME MOTHER
But shadow boats and fast support yachts are not the only type of support vessels. In the super yacht sailing world, the roles become somewhat reversed in that the fast race boats need their support yachts to
provide all the comfort and hotel amenities. Large yachts that race
around the cans in regattas or across oceans for huge silver cups and
mega-buck prize money, are often stripped down to the bone in an effort
to keep the weight down and speed up. They do not want to carry the
burden of the galley or the crew bunk bed and even prefer it if someone
else carries a change of sails. Into this role steps the mother ship. This
type of yacht is more hotel than toy carrier. It is she who feeds and
houses those who man the race boat, it is she that has the on board work
shop for running repairs to the sail boat rig or sail and it is she who provides the race boat owner with some of his finer home comforts when
the racing is over.
Ronald de Waal is an enthusiastic yachtsman who owns the J-Class

COMING SOON
So what of the future? In January Amels launched the 219’ (67m) Sea
Axe 6711, a distinctive grey and white support vessel was faired and
painted to superyacht standards and achieved in excess of 22-knots during sea trials. The vessel features an extensive dive centre, including its
own decompression chamber and deck space–excluding the fully certified helipad–is an impressive 3,000sqft (275sqm). This was the third Sea
Axe delivered to date and the yard reports four more under construction,
confirming Rob Luijendijk’s assertion “We are seeing an increasing
number of superyacht owners appreciate the benefits of a well-equipped
support vessel customised to their particular requirements, which is
why we are developing even larger options up to 90 metres in length.”
Interestingly, the Qatari shipbuilder Nakilat Damen Shipyards Qatar
(NDSQ) has also signed a contract for the construction of a 69m Sea
Axe, but this one is to be built entirely in the Gulf state. Described as a
fast super yacht capable of speeds to 20-knots she will be built for the
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The Oceanic Yachts 140 Support from
the Canados shipyard has been carefully
studied to ensure maximum carrying
capacity and minimal maintenance.

state of Qatar at the Erhama Bin Jaber Al Jalahma Shipyard by NDSQ,
the joint venture between Qatari shipping company Nakilat and Dutch
group Damen Shipyards. Signed in Doha by Sheikh Mohammed bin
Fahd Al Thani, State Minister, and Muhammad Ghannam, chairman of
NDSQ, the deal announces their entry into the super yacht new-build
market and they have added that they are ready to accommodate the
world's biggest luxury vessels.
Elsewhere with the current popularity of expedition vessels–which have
also undergone the transition from commercial conversions to refined
custom builds coincidentally–the line between primary and shadow vessel is becoming increasingly blurred. Take Oceanic by Canados for instance–a range of SUV (Sports Utility Vehicle) models developed by the
Canados shipyard–with a 140’ unit due to be delievered later this year.
The model range has been designed specifically to combine a high toy
carrying capacity with transoceanic capability, high-speed performance
and reduced operating costs. In addition to the four models in their
range (90’, 120’ 140’and 160’) finished to superyacht standards, they also
offer them in ‘Support’ or shadow yacht formats.
Oceanic’s Support versions are focused on low maintenance, thus no
teak decks have been incorporated in the design and a practical rather
than luxurious approach has been taken with their interiors when compared with the ‘yacht versions’. Taking the 140’ Support as an example,
capable of 20-knots she includes a reinforced Kevlar superstructure with
provision for a touch-and-go helipad to be installed, plus toy storage
both on-deck and in a central garage. In fact two powerboats up to 38’
in length can be stowed on the aft deck, while the garage can accommodate no less than six jet skis plus all manner of water toys, dive equipment, watersports kit and other sundry items. Being relatively modest
in shadow yacht sizes, just 140’ (42m), could this signify a move for
yachts outside of megayacht dimensions to start creating their own
shadow? It’s all very interesting and we look forward to witnessing the
I
development of the shadow yacht over the coming years.
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